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Abstract 

 Lipid hydroperoxides are the primary reaction products of lipid oxidation, a natural outcome 

of life under oxygen. While playing a major role in cell metabolism, the microscopic origins of the 

effects of lipid hydroperoxidation on biomembranes remain elusive. Here we probe the polar struc-

ture of partially to fully hydroperoxidized bilayers of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-

choline (POPC) by a combination of environment-sensitive fluorescent probes and coarse-grained 

Martini numerical simulations. We find that the inserted organic hydroperoxide group -OOH mi-

grates preferentially to the surface for bilayers with small fractions of hydroperoxidized lipids, but 

populates also significantly the bilayer interior for larger fractions. Our findings suggest that by 

modifying the intimate polarity of biomembranes, lipid peroxidation will have a significant impact 

on the activity of transmembrane proteins and on the bio-medical efficiency of membrane active 

molecules such as cell-penetrating and antimicrobial peptides. 

 



1. Introduction 

 Lipid oxidation occurs during mitochondrial respiration and inflammation, and in several 

other cellular processes,[1-3] it is also the unavoidable consequence of metabolic activity under light.
[4-6] Although a controlled amount of oxidized lipids is required for proper cell signaling, cell matu-

ration and differentiation, and for cell apoptosis, the products of lipid oxidation, if uncontrolled, can 

have a deleterious effect on the functioning of the cell. Indeed, lipid oxidation products are known 

to be involved in a variety of neurodegenerative diseases including Parkinson's and Alzheimer's, 

hypertension and cancer.[7,8]  

 Hydroperoxides are the primary products of lipid peroxidation, which then in vivo serve as 

substrates for enzymes such as peroxidases and phospholipases, undergoing several secondary reac-

tions.[9] The last decade has seen an increased interest in the effect of lipid hydroperoxidation on the 

properties of phospholipid membranes. At the molecular level, numerical simulations predicted that 

insertion of the -OOH groups changes the statistical distribution of phospholipid conformations, 

leading noticeably to an increase of the area per lipid.[10,11] Experimentally, oxidation under condi-

tions where hydroperoxides are formed showed consistently an increase in the area per lipid.[12-20] 

Using for instance a specific Chlorin-derived amphiphilic probe, the in-situ interaction of singlet 

oxygen 1O2 with model membranes of the unsaturated lipids POPC or DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glyc-

ero-3-phosphocholine) has been studied.[19] Under these conditions the membrane integrity was pre-

served allowing to measure the area increase associated with the hydroperoxidation of DOPC and 

POPC bilayers, as well as the reduction of the stretching modulus of partially or totally hydroperox-

idized membranes.[19] These results point to possible dramatic changes of the inner structure of the 

membrane, and in particular to strong changes in polarity, which would have a significant impact on 

the insertion of membrane proteins or on the interactions with membrane active peptides.  

 The actual polarity at a given membrane depth, which reflects the local dielectric constant 

across the direction normal to the bilayer, can be measured using solvatochromic membrane probes.
[21,22] Particularly interesting in this respect are membrane probes based on 3-hydroxyflavone (3HF).
[23] Due to excited state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT), they exhibit dual emission highly 

sensitive to the micro-environment.[23-25] Moreover, these dyes can be precisely located at different 

depths in lipid membranes[26] and they can simultaneously report about polarity as well as hydration 

(distribution of water across the direction normal to the bilayer).[27] Important examples are the 

probes used in this study, F2N12S,[28] F66,[29] and PPZ8[30] (Fig. 1) that bear zwitterion groups and 



alkyl chains, which ensures high affinity to lipid and cell membranes and increased sensitivity to 

their biophysical properties.  

 In the present work we use F2N12S, F66 and PPZ8 to study membrane polarity at different 

depths of fully or partially hydroperoxidized POPC bilayers, and coarse-grained Martini numerical 

simulations to build average z-distributions of the -OOH group in the corresponding membranes. 

Our results show that the hydroperoxide group migrates preferentially to the bilayer interface but 

also populates significantly the inner membrane region for membrane compositions with more than 

50% of hydroperoxidized lipid content. 

Figure 1: Chemical structures of the three 3-hydroxyflavone (3HF) probes (F2N12S, F66, and 
PPZ8) and their expected location with respect to lipids in membranes. 



2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials  

 POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-phosphocholine) was purchased from Avanti Polar 

Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA) as a powder. Two POPC in chloroform solutions were prepared; one, 

of 10 mg/mL concentration, was used for liposome fabrication. The second, of 16 mg/mL concen-

tration, was used for HP-POPC fabrication. Both solutions were stored at -22°C. All solvents were 

HPLC grade, and were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Methylene blue 

(MB) was purchased from Synth (Diadema, Sao Paulo, Brazil) in the powder form, and diluted in 

methanol to a final 0.3 mM concentration. The fluorescent membrane probes F2N12S, F66, and 

PPZ8 were synthesized as described elsewhere.[28-30] Their chemical structures are presented in Fi-

gure 1. 

2.2 Lipid oxidation procedure 

 Hydroperoxidized POPC (HP-POPC) was produced as following: first, 80 mg of POPC 

were dissolved in 5 mL of chloroform, a solution to which was added 1 mL of a 0.3 mM MB in 

methanol solution, leading to a final mixture of 17.5 mM of POPC and 50 µM of MB. This solution 

was kept in a balloon, under constant stirring and refrigeration using an ice bath, while it was irradi-

ated during 8 h using a tungsten lamp (500 W). Then the solvents were rotoevaporated. Finally 

1 mL of methanol was added to the dry residue, and the whole was agitated until its complete disso-

lution. The solutes of this methanol solution were separated and analyzed with a HPLC-MS (Shi-

madzu, Kyoto, Japan) system consisting of a shim-pack prep ODS column (150 x 4.6 mm, 5 mm), 

coupled to an Esquire ESI-MS spectrometer. The product that was characterized as POPC hy-

droperoxide (HP-POPC) had an elution time of 7 min in a 1 mL/min flux and a measured mass of 

m/z 792.7. After elution, the HP-POPC solution was evaporated, re-dissolved in chloroform to a 

final concentration of 10 mg/mL, and stored at -22°C. 

2.3 Liposome fabrication 

 Large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) of POPC, HP-POPC, or of mixtures of both were pre-

pared by the extrusion method. We prepared and studied LUVs made of the following relative 

POPC/HP-POPC concentrations: 1/0 (pure POPC), 1/1, 3/7, and 0/1 (pure HP-POPC). For that pur-



pose, we first mixed (when necessary) the appropriate quantities of POPC and HP-POPC chloro-

form solutions. The mixture was spread in a small flask, and the solvent was evaporated under con-

stant nitrogen flux. Milli-Q water was then added to the dry residue, so to obtain a 200 µM lipid 

suspension. The mixture was gently agitated until the whole residue dispersed in water. This sus-

pension was then extruded 21 times (Avanti Lipids micro extruder) through a 0.1 µm filter, obtain-

ing a transparent LUVs suspension. Adding one fluorescent probe (see Fig. 1) to a LUV suspension 

was achieved by adding the right volume of a 0.3 mM probe-in-DMSO solution, so to reach an 

overall 0.5 µM concentration of the probe (this corresponded for example to the addition of 1.6 µL 

of the probe-in-DMSO solution into 1 mL of a 200 µM LUV suspension), corresponding to a probe/

lipid molar ratio of 0.25%. Addition of a probe was always done just prior to the measurements, as 

explained below. 

2.4 GUV fabrication  

 Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) of pure POPC or of pure HP-POPC were prepared by the 

electroformation method.[31] Briefly, 5 µL of a 1 mg/mL lipid/chloroform solution were spread onto 

the conductive side of an ITO covered glass slide (PGO, Germany), forming a lipid stack after the 

solvent has been evaporated (30 minutes under primary vacuum). Then an electroformation cham-

ber was built by joining this slide, a 1 mm thick teflon spacer, and a second ITO covered slide, the 

two conductive sides facing each other. The cell was then filled with a 100 mOsm sucrose/water 

solution, and an electric alternate field was applied to the cell during 2 hours (1 V, 10 Hz). Finally, 

the GUVs were extracted from the growing cell and dispersed into a glucose-containing microtube 

(Eppendorf, Germany) for further use (approximate dilution 1/1). Sucrose and glucose solutions 

were osmotically matched (100 mOsm), using a cryoscopic osmometer (Osmomat 030, Gonotec, 

Germany). Thanks to a difference in density, the sucrose-containing GUVs sedimented rapidly in 

their environing glucose-sucrose solution, facilitating their further use and observation. It is worth 

to note that, contrary to the case of LUVs (see above), the phospholipid quantity present in a GUV 

suspension is not known, since part of the initial lipid remains attached to the ITO glass surface.  

 Just before their observation, a DMSO solution containing a flavone-based probe was added 

to the GUV suspension assuming that 20% of the lipids initially present in the growing chamber 

have been collected, with the aim of reaching a final probe/lipid molar fraction of 0.25%. The GUV 

suspension was then transferred into an observation chamber, and observed under the spectral imag-



ing confocal Nikon microscope (see below). Since the real probe/lipid fraction could not be con-

trolled precisely, no quantitative measurements of fluorescence intensity were done on GUVs. 

Spectral imaging was therefore performed with the purpose of checking the effectiveness of probe 

insertion in the bilayers and of qualitatively comparing with fluorescence analysis on LUVs. 

2.5 Spectral imaging confocal microscopy 

 We used a TE2000 inverted microscope, equipped with a 100x oil-immersion objective, and 

a C1 confocal scanning head connected to a 32-channel Spectral Imaging C1-si System (Nikon, 

Japan). The device enabled us to create in a single scan of the laser a 32 channels spectral image of 

the sample. We acquired sets of 32 images of flavone-based probe-containing GUVs in the range 

435-745 nm (i.e. with 10 nm broad channels). Excitation wavelength was set at 408 nm. Figure 2 

shows spectra of pure POPC GUVs and pure HP-POPC GUVs labeled with the F66 probe, each 

spectrum being the average over ten GUVs. ImageJ software (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) was first 

used to integrate the light intensity along each GUV perimeter and then used to extract the GUV 

spectrum. Inset in Fig. 2 shows typical F66-containing GUVs (here made of HP-POPC). Please note 

that we never observed any sign of in situ oxidation during fluorescence imaging, something that 

can eventually take place with some fluorescent probes, as for example rhodamine- and NBD-based 

probes.[32, 33]   

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/


 

Figure 2: Normalized fluorescence spectra of giant unilamellar vesicles incorporating the F66 
probe. Averaged spectra of ten pure, 100% POPC, and of ten pure, 100% HP-POPC GUVs. The 
curves are normalized to their T* pick value. Inset: a typical fluorescence image, here obtained as 
the sum of the 32 images measured by the 32-channels of the C1-si spectral microscope (HP-POPC 
GUVs are shown here).  

2.6 Fluorescence spectra of LUVs, acquisition and analysis  

 Adding one of our 3-hydroxyflavone probes in a LUV suspension (see above) was done di-

rectly in a dedicated, 1-cm path length quartz cuvette (HELLMA, Müllheim, Germany). After probe 

addition, the cuvette was gently agitated. Then, fluorescence spectra were immediately recorded on 

an Agilent Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (USA), with an excitation wavelength of 

408 nm. All experiments were performed at room temperature. A typical fluorescence spectrum is 

given in Figure 3. Deconvolution of the spectra into three bands (N*, H-N* and T*) was done with 

a homemade program developed in python (https://www.python.org/). The program is based on an 

iterative nonlinear least-squares method, that is itself based on the Fletcher-Powell algorithm, fol-

lowing a procedure already reported.[34] The individual emission bands were approximated by a log-

normal function that accounts for several parameters (maximal amplitude, Imax, spectral maximum 



position, λmax, and positions of half-maximum amplitudes, λ1 and λ2, for the blue and red parts of 

the band, respectively). The program operates with the shape parameters of a log-normal function, 

such as the full width at the half-maximum, FWHM (λ1 - λ2), and band asymmetry, P = (λ1 - λmax)/

(λmax - λ2), and allows approximating the asymmetric bands in absorption and fluorescence spectra. 

To obtain more stable results for the deconvolution, several parameters were fixed based on previ-

ous data in organic solvents and LUVs.[35] Thus, the FWHM of the two short-wavelength bands (N* 

and H-N*) were fixed at 3000 cm-1. For the H-N* band, the asymmetry was fixed at 0.9, whereas 

the band position was fixed at 18,400 cm-1. The other parameters, i.e., asymmetry of N* and T* 

bands, width of the T* band and relative intensities of the bands, were allowed to vary. An example 

of deconvolution is presented in Figure 3. The fluorescence intensities of the separated N*, H-N* 

and T* bands (IN*, IH-N*, and IT*) were used for calculation of i) the hydration parameter HYD and 

ii) the membrane polarity POL. HYD was expressed as the ratio of the emission intensity of the hy-

drated (H-N*) form to the summed intensities of the non-hydrated (N* and T*) forms, taking into 

account that the FWHM for the T* band is 2.5-fold narrower than for the N* and H-N* bands. Thus 

one gets HYD = IH-N*/(IN* + 0.4xIT*), and POL = IN* / IT*, as derived elsewhere.[27] As a matter of 

fact, HYD parameter is related to free water molecules available for H-bonding with the probe, the 

H-N* form of the probe being located shallow in the glycerol ester region of the bilayer, reflecting 

the membrane hydration.[27] On the contrary, N* and T* correspond to a deeply inserted form of the 

probe, the POL parameter being related to dipoles present in the inner membrane environment, in-

cluding both free and bound water, and carbonyl or hydroperoxide (-OOH) groups.[27,35]  



Figure 3: Black circles : normalized emission spectrum of F2N12S-incorporating LUVs made of 
1/1 POPC/HP-POPC. Continuous red line : best fit. Dashed, dotted, dot-dashed lines correspond to 
the decomposition of the best fit into the three (log-normal) N*, H-N* and T* bands respectively. 

2.7 Fluorescence lifetime 

 A Time-resolved Confocal Fluorescence Microscope (Olympus IX71) with Unique Single 

Molecule Sensitivity (Picoquant, Microtime 200, PicoQuant, Berlin, Germany) equipped with a 

FLIM system (pulsed laser diode LDH 405, operating at 405 nm, with a pulse width < 64 ps, fre-

quency 80 MHz) and with a 60x water immersion objective was used (UPlanSApo, water immer-

sion, WD = 0.28 mm). Fluorescence was directed through a 50 µm pinhole and detected with a sin-

gle-photon avalanche diode (SPAD, SPCM-AQR-13, PerkinElmer, Waltham, USA), after passing 

through a 580/70-BP filter (corresponding to the wavelength range 545..615 nm). Time-resolved 

records were made in single-photon counting mode using the TimeHarp 260 PICO platform (Pico-

Quant, Berlin, Germany), resolution < 25 ps. Experiments were done on LUV suspensions prepared 

as described above. Briefly, a 50 µL droplet of a 3HF-labelled LUV suspension was dropped in an 

observation chamber made of a coverslip, a 1 mm thick silicon spacer, and a top glass slide. Image 

acquisition was done using the SymPhoTime64 software version 2.1.3813. Thanks to the small (100 

nm) size of LUVs, the FLIM images showed an equally distributed fluorescence over the whole ob-

servation field. The lifetimes were thus calculated by averaging over the whole observation field. 



2.8 Numerical simulations 

 We performed molecular dynamics simulations of a bilayer comprising POPC and hy-

droperoxidized HP-POPC. We use the Martini Coarse-Grained model, for which a model of POPC 

is available[36] and a recently introduced coarse-grained (CG) model of hydroperoxide described in 

reference.[11] Both coarse-grained molecules are shown in Fig. 4, while details regarding the coarse-

graining procedure can be found in.[36] We briefly list here the chemical nature of the beads appear-

ing in Fig. 4. For POPC: bead 1 choline, 2 phosphate, 3 and 4 glycerol and ester groups, 5-8, 9-10, 

12-13 butane like tail components, 11 cis-butene group with 120° bending angle. For HP-POPC: 

same groups except but 11 trans-butene, and 11p hydroperoxide OOH. Martini-like coarse graining 

does not distinguish between 2n and 2n+2 carbons in the aliphatic chains. As emphasized in,[11] per-

oxidation reactions create a mixture of compounds with hydroperoxide groups added either above 

or below the oleoyl insaturated bonds. Our model aims at representing both species as one.  

 

Figure 4: Coarse graining of POPC and hydroperoxidized HP-POPC molecules. The POPC lipid 
corresponds to the standard Martini model, with a 4 beads tail for the palmitoyl and a 5 beads tail 
for the oleoyl fatty acids. Upon peroxidation, the POPC bead 11 (cis-butene) is replaced by a hy-
drophilic-hydrophobic pair of beads (11,11p in the HP-POPC model). The “hydroperoxide” bead 
11p serves to determine the local density of hydroperoxide groups in the membrane. See text for a 
detailed list of bead chemical correspondence. 

 Our bilayer comprised a total of 512 lipids, with a symmetric leaflet composition. Our simu-

lated systems were made respectively of 16 HP-POPC and 496 POPC (3.125 % oxidation), 128 HP-

POPC and 384 POPC (25 % oxidation), 256 HP-POPC and 256 POPC (50 % oxidation), 358 HP-



POPC and 154 POPC (70 % oxidation) and 512 HP-POPC (100 % oxidation). Compared with the 

original publication,[11] we used a larger number of water molecules, i.e. 4272 water beads corres-

ponding to 8.25 water beads (or 33 water molecules) per lipid in this coarse-graining scheme. As a 

matter of fact it was realized since[11] that hydroperoxidized lipid bilayers require more water to be 

fully hydrated than usual bilayers. 

 An integration step of 40 fs was used, along with a Parinello-Rahman semi-isotropic baro-

stat and velocity-rescale thermostat, as provided by the molecular dynamics engine Gromacs, ver-

sion 4.6.2. Lipid parameter files were martini_v2.1.itp, and martini_v2.0_lipids.itp. A total of 4 x 

107 steps corresponding to 0.16 µs of CG simulation time was used to compute the density distribu-

tion of the bead 12, representative of the hydroperoxide groups in our model (Fig. 4). Frames were 

recorded every 1000 steps, out of which a density profile was calculated with the Gromacs tool g_-

density. Each trajectory was split into 4 parts. For each part (107 steps), the bilayer center was esti-

mated and shifted in order to obtain histograms exactly centered around z=0, where z represents the 

axis perpendicular to the membrane mid-plane. This is because a slight drift of the bilayer along the 

z direction may occur as a result of spontaneous random crossing events of water beads, facilitated 

by hydroperoxidation. A total of 50 bins was used for the z-distribution in each histogram. Partitio-

ning of the hydroperoxide groups between core and interface was derived from the above histo-

grams, with the core region arbitrarily defined by the geometrical condition |z| < zc= 0.8 nm. The 

interface corresponds in our model to the region characterized by zc < |z| < zi= 2.5 nm. 

 The deuterium order parameter, , is a measure for the order of the lipid tails in the bi-

layer.[37]  is itself defined from  the order parameter of an individual C-D bond : 

	               (1)


 being the angle between the n-th C-D (or C-H) bond and the normal to the bilayer, the z-axis. 

Thus defined,  ranges between -1/2 (segments lying in the xy plane) and 1/4 (segments parallel 

to z). Such definition can be extended to the molecular representation in a CG method. First, con-

sider that, if one excepts terminal methyl (-CH3) groups, the CnH bond orientation associated with 

any 3 consecutive carbon atoms Cn-1,Cn,Cn+1 along a chain can be related to the segment orientation 

Cn-1Cn+1. As coarse-grained models do not explicitly feature hydrogen atoms and cluster together 

many carbon atoms into one bead, we take the bead segments Bn-1Bn+1 as representative of the car-
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bon-carbon segments (C-C), with Bn the bead number n according to Fig. 4. Denoting  the an-

gle between the segment Bn-1Bn+1 and the bilayer normal z, an index dependent order parameter can 

be defined similarly to eq.(1) : 

                (2) 

Thus defined,  ranges between 1 (segments lying in the xy plane) and -1/2 (segments parallel 

to z). One thus gets the relation : . Similarly to , a global order parameter 

 for a given POPC:HP-POPC composition was computed by averaging  (eq. 2) over the 

index  and over the chemical species concentrations. For both POPC and HP-POPC molecules, the 

statistics is performed on beads number 5,6,7,9,10,11,12 (Fig. 4). In practice, the gmx  order  Gro-

macs software utility was used to compute . For convenience,  will be given 

here, so that our values can be directly compared to those of literature. Isotropic distribution corre-

sponds to a vanishing value of the order parameter, while positive decreasing values of  ex-

press a reduction of membrane ordering. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Fluorescence analysis 

 The three probes are non-fluorescent in water and become highly fluorescent on binding to 

phospholipid membranes.[28] This was in our case confirmed by imaging GUVs by confocal mi-

croscopy: GUVs appear as fluorescent capsules in a dark, non-fluorescent environment (inset in 

Fig. 2). The fluorescence of the three probes bound to lipid membranes is characterized by two 

emission bands, which, according to previous studies of 3-hydroxyflavones,[26,27,35] can be assigned 

to N* and T* forms for the short and long-wavelength bands, respectively. Figure 2 compares a set 

of pure POPC and a set of pure HP-POPC GUVs incorporating the F66 probe, each spectrum being 

an average over ten GUVs. In HP-POPC, the emission spectrum of F66 is dominated by the N* 

band, while in POPC bilayers, the T* band is dominant.  Similar results were obtained with the two 

other flavone-based probes. However, although averaged over several GUVs, the confocal mi-

croscopy spectra lack precision, due partly to the variation of the probe/lipid fraction in the bilayers. 

More reproducible results were obtained from spectral analysis of LUVs suspensions by fluores-

cence spectroscopy. Figure 5 shows the normalized fluorescence spectra of probe-containing LUVs. 

Relative POPC/HP-POPC molar ratios 1/0, 1/1, 3/7, and 0/1 have been studied. For each probe, in-

creasing HP-POPC concentration in the bilayer results in a significative modification of the fluores-

cence spectra, with a clear increase of the intensity in the 500 nm region (Fig. 5). Deeper analysis 

was obtained from the deconvolution of the spectra into the three N*, T* and H-N* bands (typical 

example in Fig. 3). The overall modification of the spectra with HP-POPC fraction (Fig. 5) ap-

peared to be mostly related to a significative increase of the N*/T* ratio, while some increase in the 

intensity of the H-N* pic was also observed (not shown). Results of deconvolutions expressed in 

parameters of polarity (POL) and hydration (HYD) are given in Figure 6. Each probe reports a non-

linear (roughly quartic) increase of the local polarity as a function of HP-POPC concentration, as 

shown in Figure 6A. PPZ8, the probe most deeply inserted in the membrane (Fig. 1), exhibits a po-

larity value close to zero for low HP-POPC fractions and the highest relative increase in the polarity 

parameter (Fig. 6A). Contrary to polarity, the hydration parameter remains unchanged (within ex-

perimental error) with increase in the HP-POPC fraction (Fig. 6B).  

 Relative variations of the N* and the T* band intensities of 3HF probes inserted in model 

membranes have been widely reported for different membrane compositions.[27,35,38] For example, 

increase of the unsaturated/saturated lipid fraction results in the increase of the N*/T* ratio, while 

increase of the cholesterol content results in the decrease of the N*/T* ratio.[27] Also, transition from 



gel to fluid state induces a strong increase of N*/T*, while increasing the temperature of a fluid bi-

layer results in the increase of HYD parameter only, POL remaining unchanged.[27] As a matter of 

fact, hydration and polarity are not always coupled, as seen with the latter example, and as reported 

in some other particular cases.[27,35] POL parameter, i.e. N*/T*, reflects the polarity changes in the 

close environment of the deeply inserted probe, including water presence, that is known to be rela-

ted to the order parameter of the lipids. HYD parameter, that is calculated as a relative increase of 

the H-N* band with respect to a weighted sum of both N* and T* (see MM section) reflects the bi-

layer hydration in the interface region, H-N* corresponding to a shallow conformation of the probe.
[27] Here, depending on its position with respect to the membrane depth, a grafted OOH may either 

create an H-bond with a probe in its shallow form, changing its H-N* state, or modify strongly the 

polar environment of a deeply inserted probe, influencing N*/T*. The shallow region is highly po-

lar and hydrated, we observe that HYD parameter is not influenced by the OOH/H-N* interaction in 

that region (Fig 6B). Deeper in the membrane, the presence of OOH might induce a modification of 

the local disorder, and thus increase the quantity of water, something predicted to some extent by 

simulations, see below. Also, OOH groups may interact directly with the probe, or modify their po-

lar environment, both influencing N*/T*. The observed POL variation (Fig. 6A) may thus have se-

veral origins, OOH group acting certainly as the driver. Thus, Fig. 6A tells us that only for HP-

POPC molar fractions above 50% does the polarity in the membrane start to increase, suggesting 

that at lower HP-POPC fractions, the hydroperoxides mainly populate the interface. 



Figure 5: Fluorescence spectra of LUVs incorporating the 3HF probes. Four membrane composi-
tions are studied, expressed as the POPC/HP-POPC relative fraction: 1/0, i.e.  a pure POPC mem-
brane (full line), 1/1 (dashed), 3/7 (dot-dashed), and 0/1 (dotted), corresponding to a pure HP-POPC 
membrane. Signals from the three probes F2N12S, F66, and PPZ8 are normalized to their value for 
the T* pick. 

 

Figure 6: (A) local polarity coefficient (POL) for each of the 3HF probes, as a function of the HP-
POPC fraction. Dashed lines correspond to best fits with a quartic polynomial. (B) hydration coeffi-
cient (HYD) for each of the 3HF probes, as a function of the HP-POPC fraction. 

A B



 Dependance of POL and HYD parameters on local micro-environment for various 3-HF 

probes have already been observed in other cases. For example, the sensitivity of F2N8 and FN4, 

the first with a charged anchor group, binding preferentially to the lipid membrane interface, and 

the second highly hydrophobic, have been compared in three model environments : the DOPC bi-

layer, Hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) particles, and low density lipoproteins (LDLs) [39]. Fig. 

5 for F2N8 (resp. Fig. 6 for FN4) in [39] show variations of a factor of 2 (resp. 3) for the POL pa-

rameter, when the probes are inserted in LDL or in HBsAg. This is coherent with the compositions 

of those particles : LDLs contain a hydrophobic fluid core with mainly triglycerides and fatty acids, 

while the core of HBsAg is mainly composed of proteins. POL is then clearly related to local polari-

ty, that is expected to be higher around proteins than inside triglycerides. Also, FN4, the most hy-

drophobic probe, is more sensitive than F2N8 to the core composition of LDLs and HBsAg [39], 

similarly to what is observed here with PPZ8, when compared to F2N12S and F66.  

 To gain further information on the HP-POPC-containing membranes, the fluorescence life-

times of the T* band of the 3HF probes were recorded (Figure 7B). In the case of F2N12S, these 

lifetimes were shown to be exquisitely sensitive to the lipid order phase, with a two-fold increase in 

the fluorescence lifetime for the liquid order (Lo) phase as compared to the liquid disorder (Ld) 

phase.[40]  This two-fold increase was related to the restriction by the highly packed Lo phase of the 

relative motions of the two aromatic moieties of the 3HF fluorophore, which favors the highly 

emissive flat conformation of the probes.[40]  For membranes with a molar fraction of HP-POPC 

lower than 80% the three probes exhibit one unique lifetime, equal to τ=3.7 ± 0.1 ns, which is typi-

cal of the Ld phase. However, for pure HP-POPC membrane, the three probes exhibit a second, 

longer lifetime (also detected for the 20/80 composition for F2N12S), typical of Lo phase.[40] As 

seen in Fig. 7B, the uncertainty on this second lifetime is high, due its low contribution to the total 

FLIM signal (see Fig. 7A, for a typical example). The minimal changes in the lifetime observed 

here for 0-80 % of HP-POPC indicate that the probes did not detect strong variation in the lipid or-

der. Thus, the observed ratiometric response of these probes to the presence of HP-POPC (Fig. 6A) 

should be mainly connected with the increase in the environment polarity.  

 
Figure 7: (A): FLIM signal for pure HP-POPC LUVs, incorporating F66 probe. Excitation and 
emission wavelength were 405 nm and [545..615] nm respectively. Dashed line is the best fit for a 



single time decrease, i.e. A exp(-t/τ), while continuous line is for the best fit with a 2-lifetimes func-
tion, i.e.  A1 exp(-t/τ1)+A2 exp(-t/τ2). (B): lifetimes for pure and mixed membranes of POPC and 
HP-POPC. Only at the higher HP-POPC fractions does appear a second, longer lifetime in the 
FLIM signal (as exemplified in A).   

3.2 Numerical simulations 
 As discussed above, the increase of the N* band with HP-POPC fraction (Fig. 5) is certainly 

associated to an increase of the number of dipoles in the deep membrane. Both water molecules or 

hydroperoxide groups can induce the corresponding increase of POL parameter shown in Fig. 6A. 

Numerical simulations aim at clarifying this point. On the one hand, an increased water presence in 

the deep membrane is associated to an increased disorder of the bilayer. As a matter of fact our si-

mulations show a slight decrease in lipid order with peroxydation (Fig. 8A):  decreases in the 

range [0.21..0.14] for increasing HP-POPC fraction from 0% to 100%. Data in Fig. 8A can be com-

pared to those obtained by Van der Paal et al.[37] using All Atom simulations (AA), see Fig. 3d in 

their article: their  decreases over a comparable range, namely [0.16..0.12]. We give in Sup-

plementary Information the evolution of individual  for each of the beads of the carbon chain 

of both POPC and HP-POPC, with HP-POPC fraction in the bilayer (Fig. S1). While for beads of 

the saturated (sn-1) chain (beads 5,6,7),  decreases slightly over the range [0.3..0.2] with 

peroxidation for both POPC and HP-POPC, beads of the unsaturated chain (sn-2) of HP-POPC 

(beads 9-12) surprisingly evolve oppositely, i.e. from a more disordered configuration for a mem-

brane with low HP-POPC fraction, towards a more ordered configuration for a fully peroxidized 
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bilayer. Note that for the sn-2 chain of POPC,  values are similar to their sn-1 counterpart, 

except for bead 12 (Fig. S1). On the other hand, hydroperoxyl groups (-OOH) are known to signifi-

cantly modify the polarity of their environment. Even though our coarse grained (CG) simulations 

cannot predict the local dielectric constant, closely related to the local polarity, they report a non 

homogeneous distribution of the hydroperoxides along the z-direction in the hydrophobic region of 

the bilayer. Predictions from our model are summarized in Figures 9 and 10. Fig. 9 shows the z-de-

pendent density curves for the -OOH group (thick lines). They suggest that at low oxidation ratio, 

hydroperoxyl groups are attracted to the interfacial region of the membrane, while for fully oxidized 

bilayers, they spread evenly between hydrophobic core (frontier being arbitrarily set to zc = +/- 0.8 

nm) and interfacial region (zc < z < zi =2.5 nm) (Fig. 9). As a consequence, the local density of hy-

droperoxides in the hydrophobic core increases non-linearly with the oxidation rate as shown in Fi-
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gure 10 that reports the partitioning between core and interface. Note for example that at 50% HP-

POPC content, roughly only 30% of the OOH groups are located deep in the membrane (Fig. 10B). 

 Figure 8: A) Average order parameter  (see 2.8), for various fractions of HP-POPC in 

the membrane. B) Average z-position of the glycerol bead (bead n°3, see Fig. 4) and number of wa-

ter beads per thousand lipids in the inner region of the bilayer, i.e. limited by the glycerol bead.  

Figure 9: Number density of hydroperoxide groups for various oxidation ratio (thick lines), i.e. sta-

tistics of positions of beads 12, see Figure 4. Density of hydroperoxides are normalized in such a 
way that their integration with respect to z equals the percentage N of oxidized lipids (N=3, 25, 50, 
70 and 100). Dotted vertical lines are for z=0 (midplane), z=zc=±0.8 nm (core limits), and z=zi=±2.5 
nm (bilayer interfaces). Thin continuous lines: normalized density of water beads for the 3% and 
100% peroxidized membrane (arrow oriented from 3% towards 100%).  

Figure 10: (A) number of hydroperoxide groups in core (red ‘v’ triangles) and interfacial region 
(blue ‘^’ triangles), for various fractions of HP-POPC. The sum of the two curves is equal to the 
percentage N of hydroperoxidation. (B) partition probabilities between core and interface as a func-
tion of the oxidized fraction. In both figures, the dotted line corresponds to an homogeneous distri-
bution over the z-direction. At low concentration, most hydroperoxides stay at the interface while at 
large concentration they distribute evenly between core and interface. Note the affine increase of 
the core partitioning probability as a function of the hydroperoxidation fraction (B), consistent with 
a non-linear increase of the hydroperoxide density in the core region (A). 
 Thus, assuming that changes in the probe fluorescence properties are related to the close 

proximity of hydroperoxyl groups (either through a direct OOH/N* interaction, or through a lipid 
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disorder-induced water/N* interaction), our numerical data (Fig. 8, 9, 10) are consistent with a non-

linear dependence of those properties with the oxidation ratio, something clearly highlighted by 

POL evolution with HP-POPC fraction (Fig. 6A). 

 Other studies based on numerical simulations have pointed out such non-linear evolution of 

the density distribution of the peroxide group along the z-direction. A good example is given in [41] 

for DLPC, a lipid with two doubly unsaturated carbon chains, where it is shown how the position of 

the -OOH group along the chain influences that distribution. In particular, for -OOH localized on 

the ninth position (EE9 in [41]), the peroxide group preferentially locates at the membrane-water in-

terface whatever the peroxidation degree, corresponding thus to a stronger trend of expulsion of the 

-OOH towards the interface than what is observed for POPC (Fig. 9). On the contrary, for -OOH 

localized on the thirteenth position (EE13 in [41]), -OOH distribution shows a stronger localization 

probability in the core region than the one observed for POPC (Fig. 9). Thus, the behavior of POPC 

depicted in Fig. 9 appears as intermediate between the EE6 and EE13 cases studied in [41]. 

 The discussion about location of the -OOH groups is of course of utmost importance, as for 

it has direct consequences for the membrane structural features. Rare studies have yet been perfor-

med that track the distribution of the peroxide group along the membrane z-direction. In particular, 

De Rosa  et  al. confirmed the migration to the membrane interface of -OOH groups, but with no 

evidence for inner membrane enrichment.[42] We also note that another coarse-grained model of HP-

POPC was introduced by Siani et al.[43] This model, based on the ELBA lipid force-field[44] differs 

first in the way water molecules are represented, and secondly on the representation of the peroxide 

group. Indeed, hydroperoxidation of POPC in Siani et al. does not consist in adding an extra -OOH 

side chain, but in changing one of the oleoyl chain bead, analogue to bead number 10 of POPC in 

Figure 4. The resulting distribution of -OOH for a fully peroxidized chain is narrower than in Fig. 9, 

and unimodal (maximum probability located at 9 nm).[43] However, Siani et  al.  do not show the 

density probability evolution with peroxidation degree, limiting the comparison between our two 

models. 

 The water distribution across the bilayer is represented in Fig. 8B and Fig. 9. The normali-

zed water densities for 3% and 100% peroxidation are shown in Fig. 9, the intermediate values 

being not shown. One notes a significative increase of water density in the interface region, together 

with an increase of circa  0.1 nm of the penetration depth with peroxidation, see arrow on Fig. 9. 

Fig. 8B presents the evolution of the z-position of the glycerol bead with HP-POPC fraction and the 



concomitant evolution of the water/lipid fraction. Glycerol position decreases from 1.75 nm to circa 

1.6 nm, corresponding to a slight thinning of the bilayer with hydroperoxidation, in agreement with 

previous studies.[11] The number of water beads per thousand lipids in the inner part of the bilayer, 

i.e. as limited by the glycerol bead position, is roughly doubled for a 100% hydroperoxidized mem-

brane (Fig. 8B). Water representation in Martini-type simulations should be considered with care. In 

particular, each bead in the present model represents four water molecules. Knowing that the energy 

barrier for a water molecule to cross a bilayer is in the order of a few tens of ,[45] the calculated 

numbers in Fig. 8B, particularly as  far as the core region is concerned, should only be used as an 

indication of a qualitative trend, i.e.  that though water presence in the core region increases with 

peroxidation, remaining however at a low level overall. This assertion is thus in agreement with the 

slight decrease of the order parameter  (Fig. 8A). 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4. Conclusions 

 Hydroperoxidation of unsaturated lipids induces important changes in bilayer structure and 

properties.[10-12,14,15-17,19,37,41-43] Experimental evidence suggests that the average lipid area is not 

simply related to the fraction of hydroperoxidized lipids in the bilayer.[19,42] For instance, the hydro-

peroxidation of DOPC bilayers should be accompanied by a much larger increase in area than 

POPC bilayers, the unsaturation number being twice larger for the first, which is not seen experi-

mentally.[19] As a matter of fact, SAXS analysis on liposomes show that the -OOH moiety preferen-

tially locates towards the polar region of each monolayer of HP-POPC membranes, inducing an 

area per lipid increase well above the value expected from the geometrical rule that correlates an 

isotropic volume increase to the corresponding area increase.[42] The present work demonstrates that 

POPC bilayers are subject to significant structural reorganization as the ratio of hydroperoxidized 

molecules increases, and that the changes are not marginal neither just proportional to the average 

density of hydroperoxide groups. Martini numerical simulations show that in HP-POPC bilayers, 

the grafted organic hydroperoxide group -OOH not only migrates to the lipid bilayer-water interface 

but also populates deeper regions of the hydrophobic part of the bilayer for the higher -OOH frac-

tions. Fluorescence emission deconvolution for the three fluorescent probes F2N12S, F66, and 

PPZ8, designed to incorporate at various depths in the membrane, all report a non linear increase of 

the local polarity, consistent with such concentration-dependant distribution of the -OOH groups 

along the z-direction of the bilayer. Interestingly, simulations and fluorescence are consistent i) with 

a relatively low modification of the lipid ordering, and ii) with low water penetration, whatever the 

peroxidation degree. POPC is abundant in many membranes of eukariotic  species. As far as the 

biological realm is concerned, our results anticipate a strong influence of  hydroperoxidation on the 

interaction of biomembranes with membrane proteins and with membrane-active biomolecules.[46] 

Indeed, while enrichment of the head region by -OOH groups will likely enhance the affinity of 

charged species with the membrane, an increased polarity of the inner membrane is expected to fa-

cilitate membrane crossing by species such as cell penetrating peptides.  
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